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Discover How To Go From Being A New Registered Nurse â€“ To Competent, Successful,

Employed ANDâ€¦ Happy New Nurse Get this  bestseller and discover how you can fulfill your dream

of being an OUTSTANDING Nurse Youâ€™re about to discover how to... Go from fearful,

incompetent new nursing graduate to a successful practicing nurse! This book contains the personal

advice from: Me, Caroline Porter Thomas :D I am a successful Honors graduate and practicing

registered nurse. I have been a registered nurse for more than half a decade in addition to being a

new nurse; I have also trained many new graduate nurses to becoming competent registered

nurses. I am also the host of the Youtube channel: EmpoweRN and the author of the book: â€œHow

to Succeed in Nursing School.â€• I wrote this book out of a huge concern with how terribly hard the

transition from graduate nurse to competent nurse is. I thought after I graduated nursing school, I

would be equipped to practice nursing successfullyâ€¦ nothing could have been farther from the

truth. In addition to nursing job itself being hard, there were so many other challenges that I was not

prepared to face: Including, major time management issues, stressful co-worker relations, stressful

patient/family relations and much more! Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... How to Get an

Interview & Hired for a Registered Nursing Job How to Handle Time Management as a New

Registered NurseHow to Handle Extremely Stressful Situations that Nurses Must â€œDeal

Withâ€•How to Connect with Your Patients & Co-workersHow to Deal with Unavoidable Nursing

MistakesHow to Approach Doctors effectivelyHow to BE a NurseHow to LOVE Your New Graduate

Nursing JobMuch, much more! Purchase your copy today! Take action today and purchase the

book that can change your lifeâ€¦ Check Out What Others Are Saying... "Your book "New Nurse,

How to Get, Keep and LOVE Your First Job," helped boost my confidence in that I can achieve

anything I set my mind to. The examples you provided helped me realize that all seasoned nurses

once were new nurses and they too had the similar insecurities that I have experienced as a new

nurse. This idea is calming to me and gives me great hope for the future. I love how you presented

the information in such a humble way and I truly enjoyed reading about your experiences and

recommendations. I love nursing! Sincerely, Erica Soto RN from Menasha, Wisconsin "I can't thank

you enough for these wonderful tools! I used your audio on getting over mistakes and it really

helped a lot. I particularly enjoyed the quote from Mark Twain. Also, your words: "First you must

forgive yourself and see the lesson that you learned. Understand that you are a good person and

that nothing happens that is not in the Divine plan. Second, replace this vision for a new awesome

one!!" were so powerful to me and really helped. I actually wrote them down, so that I can refer to

them in future. :) Thank you again for these wonderful gifts! I am so inspired by your work and



vision. I think it is so great that you have all these resources for nursing students, new nurses, and

veteran nurses. Your books seem like wonderful resources for nursing students and nurses alike.

Wishing you all the best." Best regards, Colleen Schmitt Tags: New nurse jobs, registered nurse

gifts, New nurse blog, Gifts for new nurses, Jobs for new nurses, Gifts for a new nurse, Gift for new

nurse, New nurse orientation, Registered nurse, New nurses jobs, Being a new nurse, New nurse

mistakes, Rn jobs, New graduate nursing jobs, New nursing graduate jobs, New nursing graduate

jobs, New graduate nurse, Jobs for new graduate nurses, Graduate nursing programs, Graduate
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Oh my! I am in my 40s and have been an RN for 25 years. I have a ton of experience but I have felt

so discouraged and tired the past couple of years with all the changes and the heavier work

loads.So I came across this book after watching a few YouTube videos from Caroline. I feel a

renewed hope inside of me. I definitely think this book is for all nurses who need encouragement.

Not just the newbies. I have already recommended watching Caroline's YouTube videos to a

student nurse and a coworker. Now I cannot wait until Monday and tell my manager and mid

manager about this book.Thank you so much for sharing your thoughts and for your humble

wisdom.

I loved it because it is easy to read, conversational, and filled with great tips and bits of



encouragement. As new grad RNs, we need all the help we can get, and Caroline's book is so

uplifting and gives you the tools to be a really great nurse. I especially loved her tips about picking

scrubs w/ identical pockets so you always keep organized throughout each day!

An amazing book of inspiration based on Caroline's experiences. I learned so much from this book,

and felt very prepared for my first day of work. If you want guidance for everything from getting a

job, to being prepared for it, make sure to read this book! I also love the fact that she makes herself

available to interact with readers and viewers of her youtube videos. She is a true inspiration and a

great example of a real nurse.

I am an RN, I just started working on the floor. During general orientation, I recognized many of the

things that Caroline talks about in her book. I have found her information and insight to be

invaluable. This book not only gives you a great stepping stones but provides some MUCH

NEEDED POSITIVE ENERGY AND THOUGHTS. There is a lot insight in this book that not only

speaks of the caring nature of Caroline, but how you too can develop a caring attitude. Nursing is a

privilege and she really brings this message home. Thank you

This is Christina and I am a new graduate RN about to start an internship at a hospital soon. In

preparation for this internship, I am reading this book written by Caroline and honestly, it is just so

beyond helpful, inspiring, educational, and motivational. Caroline is awesome and just reading her

book and watching her videos on youtube...make me hopeful to become a successful nurse like she

is one day. Reading this book makes me wish she was my instructor through nursing school

because I am already learning so, so much from her. GREAT BOOK for NEW NURSES! Worth

every penny. Highly recommended.

Bought his few months ago. I was hired as a nurse in April 2016. At first I thought really? But then

she does good tios on few things here and there; like the pockets things. It seemed like nothing at

all at first but i did it ever since i read that chapter and it does help a lot. As you go through the book

though, you have the feeling that it is not enough. Don't get me wrong, she brings up subjects that

will make sense to many but when you start as a new nurse on the floor you need a bit more

profound advices, at least I did. 4 stars because she took the time to write it and it helps some so it

is not a waste of time or money reading it. You can email her too which I thought was really nice

too...Overall ok.



Great book, the content was really relatable. My biggest complaint is in the last 4 chapters the left

side of the page the first 5 or so letters of the words didn't print. Because of that it was very hard to

read. For the most part I could guess what it said but sometimes I have no idea what she was trying

to say due to the printing issues.

Absolutely loved it ! I'm not exactly a brand new nurse, but I could definitely relate to 98% of the

stories in the book. Plus it has some great suggestions on how to handle some difficult situations

that you may be facing on the floor. Thanks for writing this book and I recommend it to all new

nurses. Wish I would have read it sooner.
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